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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Miss Behave adds more Suds alumni to cast
Teen online series unites former Days of Our Lives stars and Willie's kin

HOLLYWOOD, CA (January 19, 2010) �  With production just underway, the new teen web series Miss 
Behave has added some familiar soap faces to the production.  Joining the cast of Miss Behave are former 
Days of Our Lives stars Darin Brooks (Spike TV's Blue Mountain State), Patrika Darbo and Jacee Jule.  The 
star of Miss Behave, Jillian Clare (ex-Abby, Days of Our Lives) is thrilled to be reunited with other Days of 
Our Lives alumni stating “I can't even begin to believe that three other former Days of Our Lives actors are 
going to be in Miss Behave with me.  Jacee and I were on the show together, but I never had the chance to 
work with Patrika or Darin.  It's such an honor to be paired with these amazing people; it's going to be such 
a fun set!”   

When told last week that Darin Brooks had been cast as Mr. Owens, Jillian added “I'm so thrilled to have 
Darin on board for Miss Behave! We've become friends from seeing each other at events and I have so 
much respect for him as a person and an actor.  It's amazing to have an Emmy award winning performer 
join our cast; I can't wait to work with him!”  Soap fans will remember that Jillian's character of Abigail 
Deveraux was aged to 16, and shortly after Darin joined the Days of Our Lives cast, so their acting paths 
have never crossed.  This is about to change in a big way as Darin will be portraying Mr. Blake Owens, the 
young English/Drama teacher at Malibu Christian School who has a close relationship with our lead girl, Tori 
Archer (portrayed by Jillian Clare).  As Tori fights her inner demons while continuing to deceive her 
childhood friends, Mr. Owens believes in her until lies catch up with her and she must redeem herself the 
only way she knows how.  Says creator Susan Bernhardt “Mr. Owens is the high school teacher that isn't 
that much older than some of his students; all the girls have a crush on him and all the guys think he's is 
cool.”  She continues “Tori and Mr. Owens have a flirtatious relationship, which often happens, but is 
definitely not accepted; especially not at a Christian school.”

In addition to the former Days stars joining the cast of Miss Behave, producers are also thrilled that Trevor 
Nelson (grand-nephew of legendary performer Willie Nelson) has joined the cast as Billy, the older sibling of 
Tori.  “Our first season will see Billy struggle with his own issues” says creator Susan Bernhardt.  She 
continues “Billy is the one that always disappoints their parents, while Tori finds a way to manipulate them.” 
Trevor adds “I'm so glad to be a part of this project.  Susan Bernhardt and her team are really pushing the 
envelope with this web series.  It's a fantastic character driven piece that I think people will find entertaining 
and relate to in their respective ways.”

Miss Behave, the web series, is slated for a Spring debut with a full scale red carpet launch party featuring 
performances by artists lending their musical talent to the show and the premiere of the first two webisodes 
of the series.  Susan added “Season Two is already in development and scheduled to begin filming late 
summer.  We have had this idea for an online teen soap opera for over a year now and with the support of 
many people, and our recently acquired cast of talented actors, our dream is about to come true!”  Look for 
the website, http://missbehave.tv to continue to evolve as more branding partners, photos, and a new 
“first-look behind the scenes video” launches next week!
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